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Once upon a time, in a dark room sat a boy named Jalvinlexy, the  bright lights beamed from 

the game brightening up the room as he laughed and giggled as the engines roared and the 

cars soared around the race track. Suddenly, a darkness took over the room, the wires 

sizzled like sausage in a pan creating a cloud of smoke. Jalvinlexy, froze in shock and stared 

at his game in confusion. As the smoke cleared, Jalvinlexy slowly reached for his controller. 

He grabbed the controller and a shock of electricity surged through his body, his whole body 

collapsing to the ground like a pile of bricks. 

 

A tall, strong man with robot arms found Jalvinlexy on the road and took him into a garage. 

Laying there for what felt like days, he slowly opened his eyes, and saw the half human half 

robot man. Jalvinlexy jumped up in a fright and asked the man ” who are you?”. “My name is 

Bob and who are you?” says Bob . “My name is Jalvinlexy.” he replied with a shaky tone. 

“Where am I” Jalvinlexy asked. “You're in year 3098” responded Bob. “3098, you lying” 

Jalivnlexy stood up and looked around. Jalvinlexy was shocked and puzzled because he 

was in year 3098. “Where are you from” Bob asked with amazement. Jalvinlexy, still looking 

around replies “I'm from the year 2020”. “Wow, you are far away from home” Bob says. “How 

do I get out of here, I want to go home”; and Bob said “You are in a racing world and you can 

only leave when you win, I have been trapped here for 300 years and have been competing 

ever since. “How do you compete in the race so I can go back to year 2020”.          

. 

 

Bob puts his robotic arm on Jalvinlexy shoulder and guides him out the garage. They walk 

through a deep, gloomy tunnel, Jalvinlexy holds onto Bob's arm tight 

. As they walked Jalvinlexy saw a bright light at the end of the tunnel. “Where are we” 

Jalvinlexy asked with excitement. Bob said “ we are at the race track, this is your way back 

home”. He was amazed by what he saw, he looked at all the different robots and aliens 

driving and crashing around the track. Then he asks Bob “do you have a race car”. Bob 

replies “yes, but it does not work”. “Really, I can see it, maybe I can help you fix it” Jalvinlexy 

said with a look of joy in his eyes. “Wow, me in a real life car racing competition”. 

 

Bob takes Jalvinlexy to see his race car in a cave that was full with car parts, “this is where 

that magic happens, this is my car race”; Bob points at his race car. Looking around the car 

Jalvinlexy picks up the front flap and looks at the engine “what is wrong with it”. “My engine 

was stolen by another team, I need to find it” Bob said angrily. “Okay, let go find it, I need to 

get home before my mum notices I’m gone,” says Jalvinlexy. 

  

 


